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Editor's introduction
-he picture-book genre is a paradox. On the one hand it is seen as children's
:irHzture3 one truly original contribution to literature in general, a 'polyphonic' form
srndr absorbs and uses many codes, styles, and textual devices, and which frequently
erl.s,'€s at the borders of convention. On the other, it is seen as the province of the
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young child, and is therefore beneath serious critical notice. Taking this second view
it may seem unlikely that someone can write a 6,000-word chapter on a single
picture from a picture-book. But Perry Nodelman's fascinating analysis of the first
picture in John Burningham's Mr Gumpy's Outing demonstrates not only how much
there is to say about a picture. but also how much there is to learn about reading

Pictures' 
P' H'

I open a book. I see a picture of a man, standing on a path in front of a house-
Under the picture, printed words appear: 'This', they tell me, 'is Mr Gumpy.'

What could be more straightforward, more easily understood? And for good
reason: the book, John Burningham's Mr Gumpy's Outing (1970), is intended for
the least experienced ofaudiences - young children; and therefore, it is a'picture
book', a combination of verbal texts and visual images. We provide children with
books like this on the assumption that pictures communicate more naturally and
more directly than words, and thus help young readers make sense of the texts they
accompany.

But are pictures so readily understoodl And are picture books really so
straightforward? If I try for a moment to look at the picture of Mr Gumpy without
engaging my usual assumptions, I realise that I'm taking much about it for granted-

Burningham's image does in some way actually resemble a man' as the words
'man' or 'Mr Gumpy' do not; it is what linguists identify as an 'iconic'
representation, whereas the words are 'symbolic', arbitrary sounds or written
marks which stand for something they do not resemble. Nevertheless, if I didn't
know that what I'm actually looking at - marks on a page - represented something
else, I would see nothing in the picture but meaningless patches of colour. I need
some general understanding ofwhat pictures are before I can read these patches as

a person, apparently named Mr Gumpy, living in a real or fictional world which
exists somewhere else, outside the picture.

Even so, my previous knowledge of pictures leads me to assume that this man
is different from his image. He is not four inches tall. He is not flat and two-
dimensional. His eyes are not small black dots, his mouth not a thin black
crescent. His skin is not paper-white, nor scored with thin orange lines. I translate
these qualities of the image into the objects they represent, and assume that the
four-inch figure 'is' a man of normal height, the orange lines on white merely
normal skin.

But before I can translate the lines into skin, I must know what skin is, and what
it looks like. I must have a pre-existing knowledge of actual obiects to understand
which qualities ofrepresentations, like the orange colour here, do resemble those of
the represented objects, and which, like the lines here, are merely features ofthe
medium or style ofrepresentation, and therefore to be ignored'

For the same reason, I must assume that the sky I see above the man does not
end a few inches above his head - that this is a border, an edge to the depiction, but
not a representation of an edge in the world depicted. And I must realise that the
house is not smaller than the man and attached to his arm, but merely at some
distance behind him in the imaginary space the picture implies.

But now, perhaps, I'm exaggerating the degree to which the picture requires my
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previous knowledge of pictorial conventions? After all, more distant real objects do
.pp€ar to us to be smaller than closer ones. But while that's true, it's also true that
rtists have been interested in trying to record that fact - what we call perspective -
only since the Renaissance, and then mostly in Europe and European-influenced
nrkures. Not all pictures try to represent perspective, and it takes a culture*bound
p'reiudice to look at visual images expecting to find perspective and therefore,
lnowing how to interpret it.

Children must learn these prejudices before they can make sense of this picture.
Those who can accurately interpret the relative size of Mr Gumpy and the house
do so on the expectation that the picture represents the way things do actually
rypear to aviewer. Applying that expectation might lead a viewer to be confused by
Burningham's depiction of Mr Gumpy's eyes. These small black dots evoke a

different style of representation, caricature, which conveys visual information by
meaos of simplified exaggeration rather than resemblance. In order to make sense
o[ this apparently straightforward picture, then, I must have knowledge of
differing styles and their differing purposes, and perform the complex operation of
interpreting different parts ofthe pictures in different ways.

So far I've dealt with my understanding of this image, and ignored the fact that
I enioy looking at it. I do; and my pleasure seems to be emotional rather than
intellecnral - a sensuous 6ngagement with the colours, shapes, and textures that
lezds me to agree with Brian Alderson (1990: ll4), when he names Mr Gumpy's
Owing as one of 'those picture books which have no ambitions beyond conveying
*irnFle delight'. But Alderson forgets the extent to which experiencing that simple
ddigbt depends on still further complex and highly sophisticated assumptions
rbout what pictures do and how viewers should respond to them.

These particular assumptions are especially relevant in considering art
futended for children. Ruskin famously suggested in 1857 that taking sensuous

Fkasure in pictures requires adults to regain an'innocence ofthe eye'he described
es 'childish' (quoted in Herbert 1964: 2). The implication is that children
fiemselves, not having yet learned the supposedly counterproductive sophistica-
rirn that leads adults to view pictures only in terms of their potential to convey
information, are automatically in possession of innocent eyes, automatically
c4able of taking spontaneous delight in the colours and textures of pictures.

But according to w. J. T. Mitchell (1986: 118),'This sort of "pure" visual
percqrtion, freed from concerns with function, use, and labels, is perhaps the
m highly sophisticated sort ofseeing that we do; it is not the "natural" thing
rfret rhe eye does (whatever that would be). The "innocent eye" is a metaphor for
e hi#ly experienced and cultivated sort of vision.' Indeed, I suspect my own
plcsure in the way Burningham captures effects of light falling on grass and
hicks relates strongly to the impressionist tradition the picture evokes for me - a

nrdition that built a whole morality upon the pleasure viewers could and should
nLe in just such effects.

C,ould I have the pleasure innocently, without the knowledge of impressionism?
I zuspect not; as Arthur Danto asserts (1992: 431), 'To see something as art
Eqrrires something the eye cannot descry - an atmosphere of artistic theory a

tnorledge of the history of art: an artworld'. The 'simple delight' sophisticated
edufts like Brian Alderson and me take in this picture is not likely to be shared by
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children unaware of the ethical value of an 'innocent eye', untutored in the
'artworld'.

Nor is the picture the only thing I've read in the context of previous
assumptions. There are also the words. 'This is Mr Gumpy', they say. But what iE
exactly? The paper page I'm looking at? The entire image I see on it? Of course not
- but I must know conventions of picture captioning to realise that these words are
pointing me towards a perusal of the contents of the image, in order to find
somewhere within it a depiction of the specific object named.

And besides, just who is telling me that this is Mr Gumpy? It's possible, even
logical, that the speaker is the person in the picture - as it is, for instance, when we
watch TV news broadcasts; and then, perhaps, he's telling us that Mr Gumpy is
the name of the watering can he's holding? It's my prior knowledge of the narrative
conventions of picture books that leads me to assume that the speaker is not the
figure depicted but someone else, a narrator rather than a character in the story
and that the human being depicted is the important obiect in the picture, and
therefore the most likely candidate to be 'Mr Gumpy'.

As does in fact turn out to be the case - but only for those who know the most
elernentary conventions of reading books: that the front of the book is the cover
with the bound edge on the left, and that the pages must tle looked at in a certain
order, across each double-page spread from left to right and then a turn to the page
on the other side of the right-hand sheet. And of course, these conventions do not
operate for books printed in Israel or Japan, even if those books contain only
pictures, and no Hebrew or Japanese words.

In other words: picture books like Mr Gumpy's Outing convey 'simple delighd
by surprisingly complex means, and communicate only within a network of
conventions and assumptions, about visual and verbal representations and about
the real objects they represent. Picture books in general, and all their various
components, are what semioticians call 'signs'- in Umberto Eco's words (1985:
176), 'something [which] stands to somebody for soniething else in some respect or
capacity'.

The most significant fact about such representations is the degree to which we
take them for granted. Both adults and children do see books like Mr Gumpy as
simple, even obvious, and as I discovered myself in the exercise I report above, it
takes effort to become aware of the arbitrary conventions and distinctions we
unconsciously take for granted, to see the degree to which that which seems simply
natural is complex and artificial.

It's for that reason that such exercises are so important, and that thinking of
picture books in semiotic terms is our most valuable tool in coming to understand
them. According to Marshall Blonsky, 'The semiotic "head", or eye, sees the world
as an immense message, replete with signs that can and do deceive us and lie about
the world's condition'(1985: vii). Because we assume that pictures, as iconic signg
do in some significant way actually resemble what they depict, they invite us to see
objects as the pictures depict them - to see the actual in terms of the fictional
visualisation of it.

Indeed, this dynamic is the essence of picture books. The pictures'illustrate'ttre
texts - that is, they purport to show us what is meant by the words, so that we come
to understand the objects and actions the words refer to in terms of the qualities of
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Se images that accompany them - the world outside the book in terms of the visual
imeges within it. In persuading us that they do represent the actual world in a
rimple and obvious fashion, picture books are particularly powerful deceivers.

Furthermore, the intended audience of picture books is by definition
irexperienced - in need of learning how to think about their world, how to see
md understand themselves and others. Consequently, picture books are a
significant means by which we integrate young children into the ideology of our
slture.

fuJohn Stephens suggests, 'Ideologies . . . are not necessarily undesirable, and
fu the sense of a system of beliefs by which we make sense of the world, social life
nould be impossible without them' (1992: 8). But that does not mean that all
tsp€cts of social life are equally desirable, nor that all the ideology conveyed by
;*rure books is equally acceptable. Picture books can and do often encourage
efiildren to take for granted views of reality that many adults find objectionable. It
fu for this reason above all that we need to make ourselves aware of the complex
r4mifications of the apparently simple and obvious words and pictures of a book
We lUIr Gumpy's Outing. As Blonsky says, 'Seeing the world as signs able to
dcceivg semiotics should teach the necessity to fix onto eoery fact, even the most
rmdane, and ask, "What do you mean?"' (1985: xxvii).

\l!tat, then, do John Burningham's picture and text mean? What have I been
lr-d to assume is 'natural' in agreeing that this r's, in fact, Mr Gumpy?

Most obviously, I've accepted that what matters most about the picture is the
humen being in it: it encourages a not particularly surprising species-centricity.
Bm it does so by establishing a hierarchic relationship among the objects depicted:
cly one of them is important enough to be named by the text, and so require more
*trrrtion from the viewer. Intriguingly, young children tend to scan a picture with
qual attention to all parts; the ability to pick out and focus on the human at the
rrnft is therefore a learned activity, and one that reinforces important cultural
sntmptions, not just about the relative value of particular obiects, but also about
rtc general assumption that objects do indeed have different values and do
fuefore require different degrees of attention.

Itot surprisingly, both the text and the picture place the human depicted within
r rocid context. He is Mr Gumpy, male and adult, his authority signalled by the
Fa fiat he is known only by his title and last name and that he wears the sort of
irclet which represents business-like adult behaviour. The iacket disappears in the
crntral portions of the book, as visual evidence that Mr Gumpy's boat trip is a
mcrtion from business as usual, during which the normal conventions are relaxed.
Then" at the end, Mr Gumpy wears an even fancier jacket as host at a tea party
nLi@ like the meals provided to children by adults at the end of children's stories
fiu 'Little Red Riding Hood' through Potter's Peter Rabbit (1902) and Sendak's
TLac thc Wild. Things Are (1963), confirms the benefits for children of an adult's
mftority.

But despite the absence of this visual sign of his authority in many of the
timreq Mr Gumpy always remains Mr Gumpy in the text - and he is always
rndeoiably in charge of the children and animals who ask to accompany him on his
rlle, always entitled to make the rules for them. Apparently, then, his authority
rrmscnds the symbolism of the jacket, which might be donned by anybody and
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therefore represents the status resident in a position rather than the power attached
to an individual person. Mr Gumpy's authority must then emerge from the only
other things we know about him: that he is male and adult, and that as the text
makes a point of telling us, he 'owned' the boat.

Apparently it is more important for us to know this than anything about Mr
Gumpy's marital status or past history or occupation - about all of which the text is
silent. Both by making ownership significant and by taking it for granted that aduh
male owners have the right to make rules for children and animals, who don't and
presumably can't own boats, the book clearly implies a social hierarchy.

Nor is this the only way in which it supports conventional values. A later
picture shows us that one of the children, the one with long haiq wears a pint
dress, while the other has short hair and wears shorts and a top In terms of the
behaviour of actual children, both might be girls; but a repertoire of conventional
visual codes would lead most viewers to assume that the child in shorts is male -just as we assume that trouser-wearing figures on signs signal men,s washrooms,
skirt-wearing figures women's washrooms. But whether male or not, the wearer of
shorfs behaves differently from the wearer of the dress. A later picture of the
afterma.th of a boating accident shows the one wet child in shorts sensibly toplesq
the other equally wet child still modestly sodden in her dress. This picture takes
for granted and so confirms that traditionally female attire requires traditionally
constraining feminine behaviour.

The story revolves around Mr Gumpy eliciting promises that the children not
squabble, the cat not chase the rabbit, and so on, before he allows them on to his
boat; the creatures break their promises, and the boat tips. My knowledge of the
didactic impulse behind most picture book stories leads me to expect that an
ethical judgement is about to be made: either Mr Gumpy was wrong to demand
these promises, or the children and animals were wrong to make them.

Curiouslg however, the book implies no such judgement. The pictures, which
show Mr Gumpy as a soft, round man with a pleasant, blind face, suggest that he is
anything but the sort ofunreasonable disciplinarian we ought to despise; and even
though the breaking of promises leads to a spill, nothing is said or shown to insist
that we should make a negative judgement of the children and animals. After all,
exactly such outbreaks of anarchy are the main source of pleasure in most stories
for young children, and therefore to be enjoyed at least as much as condemned. Mr
Gumpy himself is so little bothered that he rewards the miscreants with a meal,
and even an invitation to come for another ride.

Not accidentally, furthermore, the promises all relate to behaviour so
stereotypical as to seem inevitable: in the world as we most often represent it to
children in books, on TV, and elsewhere, cats always chase rabbits - and children
always squabble. In centring on their inability to act differently and the fun ofthe
confusion that ensues when they don't, this story reinforces both the validity ofthe
stereotypes and the more general (and again, conservative) conviction that
variation from type is unlikely.

But why-, then, would Mr Gumpy elicit promises which, it seems, could not be
keptl This too the text is silent on; but the silence allows us to become aware that
his asking the children and animals to do what they are not sensible enough to do
reinforces the story's unspoken but firm insistence on his right to have authority
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ortrthem. If they ever did mature enough to keep their word, then we couldn't so
frlindly assume they were unwise enough to need his leadership. Someone else
ilr;ght b€ wearing that jacket at the final tea party.

-ltr Gumpy's Outing th:us reinforces for its implied young readers a not
rtrFunmon set of ideas about the similarity of children to animals, the inevitability
dchild-like irresponsibility in both, and the resultant need for adult authority. In
firyting all this as natural, readers of Mr Gunpy's Outing and many other
ryerendy 'simple' picture books gain complex knowledge, not just of the world
@ live in, but also of the place they occupy as individual beings within it - their
ree of who they are.

This latter is important enough to deserve further exploration. Like most
mrative, picture book stories most forcefully guide readers into culturally

ideas about who they are through the privileging of the point of view
&m which they report on the events they describe. Knowing only what can be
lnosn from that perspective, we readers tend to assume it ourselves - to see and
uderstand events and people as the narrative invites us to see them. Ideological
frcuiss call such narrative perspectives 'subject positions': in occupying them,
raders are provided with ways of understanding their own subjectivity - their
slftood or individuality. But, as John Stephens suggests, 'in taking up a position
from which the text is mosd readily intelligible, [readers] are apt to be situated
rhhin the frame of the text's ideology; that is, they are subjected to and by that
idcohgy' Q992: 67).

-{ll stories imply subject positions for readers to occupy. Because picture books
& so with pictures as well as words, their subject positions have much in common
ri6 what Christian Metz (1982) outlines as the one films offer their viewers. The
Tirules in both offer viewers a position of power. They exist only so that we can
hot at them: they invite us to observe - and to observe what, in its very nature as a
E?rcsentation, cannot observe us back.

In Mr Gumpy's Outing, Burningham makes the authority of our viewing
lmition clear in the same way most picture book artists do: by almost always
dcpiaing all the characters with their faces turned towards us, even when that
o*es little sense in terms of the activities depicted. Indeed, the picture in which
$tr Gumpy stands with his back to his house while smiling out at us makes sense
Gl-F in terms of the conventions of photography or portrait painting; as in family
mrpshots, he is arranged so as to be most meaningfully observable by a (to him)
meeen viewer who will be looking at the picture some time after it was made. In
cmfirmation of the relationship between this image and such snapshots, the
crytion tells us, 'This li Mr Gumpy', in the same present tense we use to describe
photographic images of events past (for example, 'This fu me when I was a child').
The story that follows switches to the more conventional past tense of narratives.

In making their faces available to an unseen observer, the characters in Mr
Ganpy's Outing imply, not iust the observer's right to gaze, but also their
srtewhat veiled consciousness ofan observer - and therefore, their own passive
*illingness, even desire, to be gazed at. Like the actors in a play or movie, and like
cbracters in most picture books, they share in a somewhat less aggressive form the
inritation to voyeurism that John Berger (1972) discovers in both pin-up
photographs and traditional European paintings of nudes. Their implied viewer
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is a peeping Tom with the right to peep, to linger over details, to enjoy and
interpret and make judgements.

But meanwhile, of course, the power such pictures offer is illusory. In allowing
us to observe and to interpret, they encourage us to absorb all the codes and
conventions, the signs that make them meaningful; they give us the freedom of
uninvolved, egocentric observation only in order to enmesh us in a net ofcultural
constraints that work to.control egocentricity. For that reason, they encourage a
form of subjectivity that is inherently paradoxical. They demand thai their impliea
viewers see themselves as both free and with their freedom constrained, and both
enjoytheir illusory egocentric separation from others and yet, in the process, learn
to feel guilty about it.

Interestingly, Mr Gumpy confirms the central importance of such paradoxes by
expressing them, not just in the position of its implied viewer, but also in the
ambivalence of its story's resolution. Are we asked to admire or to condemn the
children and animals for being triumphantly themselves and not giving in to Mr
Gumpy's attempts to constrain theml In either case, does their triuirpha'ntly being

"themselves represent a celebration of individuality, or an antilindividualist
conviction that all cats always act alikel And if all cais must always act in a cat-like way, what are we to make of the final scene, in which the anlmah ail sit on
chairs like humans and eat and drink out of the kinds of containers humans eat anddrink froml Does this last image of animals and children successfully behaving
according to adult human standards contradict the apparent message about theirinability to do so earlier, or merely reinforce the unquestionable authority ofthe
adult society Mr Gumpy represents throughout?

These unanswerable questions arise from the fact that the story deals with
animals who both talk like humans and yet cannot re.Fist bleating like sheep - who
act sometimes like humans, sometimes like animals. while sucf, creatures do not
exist in reality, they appear frequently in picture books, and ,t. rrori", 

"Lout 
them

almost always raise questions like the ones Mr Gimplt does. In the conventional
world of children's picture books, the state of animals who talk like humans is a
metaphor for the stare of human childhood, in which children must learn to
negotiate between the animal-like urges of their bodily desires and the demands of
adults that they repress desire and behave in social acceptable ways - that is, as
adult humans do. The strange world in which those whobleat ,, i."p naturallydq or squabble as children naturally dq must also sit on chairs and drink from
teacups' is merely a version of the confusing world children actually live in. Mr
Gumpy makes that obvious by treating the children as exactly equivalent to the
other animals who go on the outing.

The attitude a picture book implies about whether children should act like the
animals they naturally are or the civilised social beings adults want them to be is a
key marker in identifying it either as a didactic bookintended to teach children or
as a pleasurable one intended to please them. stories we identify as didactic
encourage children towards acceptable adult behaviour, whereas pleasurable ones
encourage their indulgence in what we see as natural behaviour. But ofcourse, both
types are didactic.

The first is more obviously so because it invites children ro stop being .child-
like'. In the same way as much traditional adult literature "rru*", that normal
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bcbaviour is that typical of white middle-class males like those who authored it,
rlric sort of children's story defines essentially human values and acceptably
human behaviour as that of adults like those who produce it.

But books in the second category teach children h'op to be child-like, through
*har commentators likeJacqueline Rose (1984) and myself (1992)have identified
s a process of colonisation: adults write books for children to persuade them of
mceptions of themselves as children that suit adult needs and purposes. One such
igage is the intractable, anti-social self-indulgence that Mr Gumpy so assertively
ffiids and so passively accepts from his passengers. It affirms the inevitability and
dcirabilit-v of a sort of animal-likeness - and child-likeness - that both allows
rdults to indulge in nostalgia for the not-yet-civilised and keeps children other
rlsn, less sensible than, and therefore deserving ofless power than, adults.

That picture books like Mr Gumpy play a part in the educative processes I've
dined here is merely inevitable. Like all human productions, they are enmeshed
in &e ideology of the culture that produced them, and the childlikeness they teach
ir merely what our culture views as natural in children. But as a form of
Gpq€sentation which conveys information by means of both words and pictures,
pinrre books evoke (and teach) a complex set of intersecting sign systems. For that
1rltson, understanding of them can by enriched by knowledge from a variety of
imdlecnral disciplines.

Psychological research into picture perception can help us understand the ways
in which human beings - and particularly children - see and make sense of
fi*ureq Evelyn Goldsmith (1984) provides a flne summary of much of the
rdecant research in this area. The gestafu psychologist Rudolph Arnheim (1974:
ll) provides a particularly useful outline of ways in which the composition of
nitures influences our understanding of what they depict, especially in terms of
rbr he calls 'the interplay of directed tensions' among the objects depicted.
-{roheim argues (11) that'these tensions are as inherent in any precept as size,
&4q location, or colour', but it can be argued that they might just as logically be
ri65pd as signs - culturally engendered codes rather than forces inherent in
ethlre-

In either case, the relationships among the obiects in a picture create variations
iD \isual weight': weightier objects attract our attention more than others. In the
pftftre of Mr Gumpy in front of his house, for instance, the figure of Mr Gumpy
f,es great weight because of its position in the middle of the picture, its relatively
lngp size, and its mostly white colour, which makes it stand out from the darker
rrhces surrounding it. If we think of the picture in terms of the three-
dirensional space it implies, the figure of Mr Gumpy gains more weight through
irs fronal position, which causes it to overlap less important obiects like the house,
od because it stands over the focal point of the perspective. Meanwhile, however,
xfe bright red colour ofthe house, and the arrow shape created by the path leading
ward it, focus some attention on the house; and there is an interplay of tensions
erxlngst the similarly blue sky blue flowers and blue trousers, the similarly arched
docway and round-shouldered Mr Gumpy. Analysis of such compositional
&ugres can reveal much about how pictures cause us to interpret the relationships
rlx)ng the obiects theY rePresent.

Yisual objects can have other kinds of meanings also: for a knowledgeable
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viewer, for instance, an object shaped like a cross can evoke christian sentiments-
Because picture books have the purpose of conveying complex information by
visual means, they tend to refer to a wide range of visual symbolisms, and can
sometimes be illuminated by knowledge of everything from the iconography of
classical art to the semiotics of contemporary advertising. Consider, for instance,
lrow_1he specific house Burningham provides Mr Gumpy conveys, to those
familiar with the implications of architectural style, both an atmorpt "." of rural
peacefulness and a sense ofmiddle-class respebtability.
, Furthermore, anyone familiar with Freudian or Jungian psychoanalytical

theory and their focus on the unconscious meanings or visuat.images will find
amole material for analysis in picture books. There may be Freudian-implications
of phallic power in Mr Gumpy's punt pole, carefully placed in the first picture of
him on his boat so thar it almost appears to emerge irom his crotch; in the later
picture of the aftermath of the disastrous accident, there is nothing in front of Mr
Gumpy's crorch but a length of limp rope. Meanwhile, Jungiansligh, focus on
the archetypal resonances of the watering can Mr Gumpy holds in ihe first few
pigtures, its spout positioned at rhe same angle as the punl pole in the picture that
follows and the teapot he holds in the last picture, its spouialso at the same angle-
The fact that this story of a voyage over and into water begins and ends with Mr
Gumpy holding objects that carry liquid, and thus takes him from providing
sustenance for plants to providing sustenance for other humans and animals, mighl
well suggest a complex tale of psychic and/or social integration.

Nor is it only the individual objects in pictures that have meaning: pictures as a
whole can also express moods and meanings, through their use of already existing
visual styles which convey information to viewers who know art history. Styli
identified with specific individuals, or with whole periods or cultures, can evoke
lol iTr_t what they might have meanr for their original viewers, but also, what those
individuals or periods or cultures have come to mean to us. Thus, Burningham,s
pictures of Mr Gumpy suggest both the style of impressionism and the bucolic
peacefulness that it now tends to signify.

In addition to disciplines which focus on pictures, there has been an extensive
theoretical discussion of the relationships between pictures and words which is
especially important in the study of picture books. Most studies in this area still
focus on the differences Lessing (1776/ 1969) pointed out centuries ago in Laocoiin:
visual representations are better suited to depicting the appearance- of objects in
spaces) words to depicting the action of objects in time. Ina picture book like ,,14r
Gumpy, therefore, the text sensibly says nothing about thi appearance of Mr
Gumpy or his boat, and the pictures are incapable of actually *oui"g as a boat or
an animal does.

But pictures can and do provide information about sequential activity. In
carefully choosing the best moment of stopped time to depict, and the most
communicative compositional tensions among the objects deplcted, Burningham
can clearly convey the action ofa boat tipping, what actions ted ttre characters to
take the fixed positions they are shown to occupy, and what further actions will
result. Furthermore, the sequential pictures of a picture book imply all the actions
that would take the character from the fixed position depicted in one picture to the
fixed position in the next - from not quite having failen into the iater in one
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fcnre to already drying on the bank in the next. Indeed, it is this ability to imply
unseen actions and the passage of time that allow the pictures in picture books to
pley th" important part they do in the telling of stories.

Nevertheless, the actions implied by pictures are never the same as those named
in rords. The bland statement of Burningham's text, 'and into the water they fell',
bardly begins to cover the rich anay of actions and responses the picture of the
boet tipping lays out for us. W. J. T Mitchell (1986: 44) concludes that the
lderionship between pictures and accompanying texts is 'a complex one of mutual
trirnslation, interpretation, illustration, and enlightenment'. Once more, Mr
Gntpy's Outing reveals just how complex.

Burningham's text on its own without these pictures would describe actions by
cbaracters with no character: it takes the pictures and a knowledge ofvisual codes
b r€ad meaning into these simple actions. Without a text, meanwhile, the pictures
of animals that make up most of the book would seem only a set of portraits,
pcrhaps illustrations for an informational guide to animals. Only the text reveals
&at the animals can talk, and that it is their desire to get on the boat. Indeed, the
cr.ct same pictures could easily support a different text, one about Mr Gumpy
rhoosing to bring speechless animals on board until the boat sinks from their
*ei$t and he learns a lesson about greed. So the pictures provide information
,ebout the actions describeil in the words; and at the same time, the words provide
information about the appearances shown in the pictures.

If we look carefully, in fact, the words in picture books always tell us that things
{rr not merely as they appear in the pictures, and the pictures always show us that
s$ents are not exactly as the words describe them. Picture books are inherently
tmig therefore: a key pleasure they offer is a perception of the differences in the
isformation offered by pictures and texts.

Such differences both make the information richer and cast doubt on the
us$firlness of both of the means which convey it. The latter is particular
siEnificant: in their very nature, picture books work to make their audiences aware
d 6e limitations and distortions in their representations of the world, Close
mentiea to picture books automatically turns readers into semioticians. For young
cfo:ldren as well as for adult theorists, realising that, and learning to become more
arere of the distortions in picture book representations, can have two important
rtnrlts.

The first is that it encourages consciousness and appreciation of the cleverness
ud zubdety of both visual and verbal artists. The more readers and viewers of any
q,c lnow about the codes of representation, the more they can enjoy the ways in
*hich writers and illustrators use those codes in interesting and involving ways.
T@- might, for instance, notice a variety of visual puns in Mr Gumpy's Outing;
bn the flowers in Burningham's picture of the rabbit are made up of repetitions
d$e same shapes as the rabbit's eyes, eyelashes and ears, or how his pig's snout is
cemd by the snout-shaped tree branch behind it.

The second result of an awareness of signs is even more important: the more
bd adults and children realise the degree to which all representations
drepresent the world, the less likely they will be to confuse any particular
lcf€ffntation with reality, or to be unconsciously influenced by ideologies they
hr not considered. Making ourselves and our children more conscious of the
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semiotics of the pictures books through which we show them their world and

themselves will allow us to give them the power to negotiate their own
subjectivities - surely a more desirable goal than repressing them into conformity
to our own views.
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